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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The Spring Break was a little more interesting this year
after being cooped up all winter and the lockdown
situation we were in since the end of last year. Our FIRST
EVER SCAVENGER HUNT was a great success. Thanks
to all participants. Hope you learnt a few new sights in
your community, it was an East meets West kind of thing.
There were 54 who answered correctly. Names were
randomly drawn with four “Shop Local” prize packages
going to winners. Congratulations to the Clark, Hacking,
Hawthorn and Roska Family. Thanks to the local
merchants at the plaza and in the community that
generously donated. We have a special thank you page in
this edition.
March 5th the Homeowners Association, Councillor
Stephen Dasko advised us that a designated area of our
community was chosen to be part of a Cultural Heritage
Landscape (CHL). The City of Mississauga had
completed a review of our CHL resulting in a nomination
of specific areas of Applewood Acres having cultural or
historic significance. The area consisted of Melba Road,
Snow Crescent, Tolman Road, Russett Road, Greening
Avenue and MacIntosh Crescent. The area selected was
limited to the first subdivision of Shipp built homes where
they found the highest concentration of identified heritage
characteristics (technical requirements are set out in
regulations under the Ontario Heritage Act). A survey was
conducted with residents on these streets, March 5th to
April 9th and an online survey. There were 139
respondents, 123 identified as residents of the targeted
group. Support to move forward with the proposed CHL
was low at 48% (67/139) resulting in Applewood Acres not
being included. Personal opinion, this was an honour
being recognized for cultural / heritage designation that I
hope the community will not look back on as a mistake.
The new housing development on the east border of
Applewood Acres by City Park is now “sold out”. Again
these are the 26 homes to be built adjacent to Primate /
Wealthy Place on the Death (Deeth) Property. Condeland
Engineers have delivered notices to homes in the area
that will be impacted by the construction. Turbo
Contracting will carry out work to facilitate servicing
connections (water and sewer) to the proposed site. This
will affect approximately 100m along Primate west of the
intersection of Primate/Wealthy and 50m north on Wealthy
Place, expected work to occur June14 – July 19, weather
permitting. This will result in delays/disruptions to regular
traffic. Traffic control measures will be in place and there
will be on site representatives to help mitigate any issues.
A bit more news with City Park, related to last issues
article on a proposed 15 story condominium on the NE

corner of Dixie and Lakeshore Road. Presentation to the
community and the City was completed with strong push
back from both on significant concerns. City Park has
chosen to go direct to LPAT. This is an ongoing theme
with many builds happening in the City and elsewhere in
the province.
Applewood Acres Homeowners Association has a new
Facebook Page. Our new location will be dedicated to
keeping you up to date on goings on in our direct
community and Ward 1 and we hope at some point lead to
inclusion of an electronic Apple Press. The old site while
still in place has had the homeowners logo removed.
Please be aware no members of the executive are active
in maintenance or validating information on the site.
The new address is:
https://ww.facebook.com/groups/747967062752463
The annual BBQ and Free Swim is cancelled because of
COVID. HOWEVER we are looking forward to having a
first ever “SHOW AND TELL” event on Saturday July 17th
(rain date July 18th). In this edition we have also included
a Community Directory to help you find a neighbourhood
plumber, electrician or dog walker (examples). Thank you
to the volunteers that have put this together. I would like to
give special thanks to the Di Giovine Family for sending
us their Scavenger Hunt Collage. Have a wonderful
summer and stay safe.
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WESTACRES, THE BEGINNING (Part I)
By Jo-Anne Storen
Our family (Dad, Mum, sister, me and our cat) relocated
to Westacres from Quebec September 1954. We moved
into a brand new house (cost $17,000) on the west side
of Applewood Acres. Our house on Johnathan Dr.was
one of eight designs, the Mid-Century Deluxe. Deluxe
meant there was a $200powder room! Brochures detail
modern features such as vinyl doors on closets (world’s
smallest), metal kitchen cupboards, choices of green/
blue/andstone/pink bathroom fixtures, sod, and
landscaped front yards and graded dirt backyards.
Roads were dirt, later oiled and graveled. Driveways
were gravel – no roller skating for years! There were no
fences but as Westacres was built on an apple orchard
each house had several apple trees. Our home had four
in the backyard. Johnathan Dr. ended at Westfield Dr.
where the remnant orchard extended to Stanfield Rd.
There was no Queensway. Haines Rd was dirt north to
Dundas and beyond that was farmland. There was an active dairy on Dundas close to Hwy 10 (now
Hurontario). Leavers Mushroom Farm was operating on Stanfield Road and you knew when fertilizer day was.!
Melton ended at what is now Melton Court. With no Queensway we had Haines pond for a play area. Tadpole
and toad collecting in the spring and skating in the winter not to mention the scary but exciting woods to ride
through were our entertainment.
Our family moved in on Thanksgiving weekend. Hurricane Hazel hit Oct 15, 1954. With no sod and badly
graded backyard our basement filled with four feet of muddy water. I can recall my mother being so angry with
Mr. Shipp when he came to survey the damage. He pointed out how well the sidewalk in the backyard had
withstood the flood. Our basement was full of unpacked moving boxes and my mother spent months drying
pictures and papers out on the front lawn.
Westacres Public School was just being completed so no kindergarten for me, straight into Grade 1 in 1955.
The park west of where the tennis courts are now was still undeveloped woods, the site of hours of makebelieve play. June Fair started in 1955 with great community and school support and continues to this day. The
fall had a White Elephant Sale, a little train, pony rides and sports events. I won 3rd prize in the three-legged
race but can’t recall with whom. Many kid friendly summer events also happened in the school yard. The
Kiwanis sponsored field hockey with Doug Read as the coach. There were bike and baby carriage parades
often reported in the local paper.
Part II from Jo-Anne next Apple Press Issue (Fall) covers fencing, plaza building and music fairs.

ARE YOU A PICKLER?
By Karen Stewart
Pickleball has become the fastest growing sport in North America! It’s a paddleball sport that combines
elements of badminton, table tennis and tennis. Two or four players use solid paddles to hit a perforated ball
over a net. The sport shares features of other racquet sports: the dimensions and layout of a badminton court,
net and rules similar to tennis with a few modifications, the biggest is the ‘kitchen,’ a fault area with specific
rules.
Pickleball has become a popular sport for many older adults in communities. It is played on a smaller court
surface area than tennis so it may not be as strenuous. However it still remains a game of skill and good eye
hand coordination. Many seniors who are not able to play tennis anymore have embraced pickleball because
of its similarities to tennis. Similarly those with physical limitations, such as knee injuries, find this an easier
sport to participate in. Beyond the play and competition, pickleball is a social sport where time can be spent
with family, friends exchanging ideas / pleasantries. Pickleball is rapidly becoming a sport for the younger
generation too. The speed of a game requiring agility and quick reflexes attracts many young players. For
younger children it is an excellent introduction to all racquet sports. It helps develop eye hand coordination,
teaches the value of team sports and is a great source of physical activity.
The courts at Westacres Park have recently been resurfaced. The project is being done at a cost to both the
City and the Club. This is a great opportunity to embrace the conversion of the tennis courts to multi-sport use
adding lines for playing both tennis and pickleball. Regulation pickleball lines can be added with colour
coordinating with tennis lines to minimize distraction. Tennis nets can be fitted with a centre strap with a buckle
to adjust net height to either sport. The cost contributed by the Club of refurbishing the courts is greatly
appreciated by the community. Remember however that this amount has been accruing over the years by
contributions of existing community members that once played tennis, no longer able to, but perhaps looking
forward to play a new sport, Pickleball.
Sheridan Tennis Club is similar to Westacres Tennis Club. At one time they were faced with a declining
membership. To offset this they decided to integrate pickleball play into their Club. Today they have a thriving
active membership. Approximately 1/3 of their members (2019) are pickleball players. Dpubles, round robins,
ladders and lessons for every level of player available is available for tennis and pickleball. Their Club’s
philosophy is, ”A member is a member no matter what type of racquet they play with.” This too could be the
vision for the Westacres Tennis Club.
The City and Councillor S. Dasko have been approached numerous times with regards to including pickleball
lines on the courts. Efforts to find common ground with the Club and community have been rebuffed citing a
contract that the Tennis Club has with the City. As taxpayers, I believe we, the community, should all have input
on how the sports facilities in our neighbourhood are used. It seems unfair that a few people (less than 5%)
have the majority say in this matter.
Let’s make Westacres’ ‘new’ courts available to all community members no matter what racquet sport they
choose.
If this concerns you please contact:
Councillor Stephen Dasko. 905 896 5100. stephen.dasko@mississauga.ca and/or
Mayor Bonnie Crombie. 9050 896 5555. mayor@mississauga.ca

GRILLING LOCALLY FROM ONTARIO FIELDS TO YOUR BACKYARD
By Fred Issawi
As the weather continues to warm up and the sun stays with us longer each evening, strolling through Applewood Acres
for some dinner inspiration may be just the perfect thing! The smell of sizzling steaks, smoking salmon, or the scent of
fresh herbs like basil and mint, are enough to get your taste buds watering. Aside from the traditional BBQ meats and fish,
have you ever experimented with fruits and veggies on the grill?
My name is Fred Issawi, chef and proprietor of Applewood Grange, a farmhouse philosophy specialty foods shop. My
specialty is smoked salmon and trout. After a 2-3 day curing process, the fish is ready to be smoked. I use applewood
smoking chips, then slice and enjoy! Serve it with your choice of fixings (shallots, cucumber, capers, lemon wedges,
cream cheese spread, hard boiled egg and more)!Smoked salmon or trout is good all year round but that rule doesn’t
necessarily apply for all your fruits and vegetables. It is best to buy your produce when in season, and even better if you
can support local farmers at the same time! That way, everybody wins!
End of May and early June is prime time for local Ontario asparagus. Toss asparagus spears in a high heat oil, sprinkle
with some kosher salt and pepper and wrap a few together in your favourite bacon. Throw them on the grill and enjoy as a
side dish to accompany your main protein. Looking for a sweeter side, try grilled lime and cilantro watermelon.Cilantro isn’t
for everyone but substitute with basil, parsley, or even lemon balm. Cut your watermelon into thick triangles and brush with
canola oil and a squeeze of lime. Season with salt and let it hit the grill for 4 minutes a side on high heat to achieve those
beautiful grill marks. Remove from heat and squeeze some extra lime juice, sprinkle some cilantro and add a bit more salt
to really bring out additional flavours. Grilling watermelon changes both the texture and flavour, it is really something worth
experiencing! Watermelon is in season July-September and when choosing or shopping for a watermelon, a flat yellow/
orange spot on one side and a dried out stem is a good thing to look for! These indicators mean the watermelon wasn’t
picked too early and was given time to ripen to its fullest potential. A more oval shaped watermelon will give you a watery
flavour and rounder ones are sweeter.
Other fruits to explore on the grill are peaches (Jul-Sep), nectarines (Aug-Sep). Try tossing halved peaches/nectarines in
some olive oil, honey, and minced rosemary, grill those and you’ll have something absolutely special. Adding a dash of
brown sugar is an option and even to pineapple too. If you have a brussel sprout lover in your household, they have
amazing health benefits and with a little garlic and butter, they will hit the spot if you can find room on your grill. But hold
off for Ontario brussel sprouts until September/October. If you are wanting to add Ontario eggplant into your diet, wait until
August and if you are a zucchini lover, mid-July through October will be your best bet! A left field treat, grilled broccoli.
Don’t knock it ’til you try it! Don’t think I forgot all about Ontario corn, because I didn’t. Love me a peaches and cream cob
dripping with clarified butter and just a hint of infused thyme.
Looking for an alternative to red meat this summer? Salmon and mahi mahi make excellent grilling fish. Grill salmon with
the skin still on to keep it together. Mahi mahi also goes right on the grill. Throw in lemon wedges and experiment with
different herbs (lemon balm, thyme, oregano) from your garden to bring out and add new flavours. You can also always
top and garnish your fish with a homemade kiwi and mango salsa.
Hate cleaning the grill? After you are done grilling and while the grill is still hot, use a half cut onion at the end of a long
grilling utensil to rub the grill clean. If you need added power, spray on some lemon juice or white vinegar, as the acidity
assists in the cleaning process. Looking for another natural ways to make your grill non-stick than with the use of oils and
sprays? Try rubbing the hot grates with half a potato which will create a natural non-stick foundation.
Now that you know when to choose which fruits and vegetables to grill, how about a few helpful tips to choosing the right
steaks. Meats that are hormone- and antibiotic-free and free-range will always taste better. Also press your finger into the
meat, if it is slow to rise back up (or better yet not rise back at all), you have found yourself a tender piece! Also, just as
you let your meat rest before grilling it, the same goes for afterwards. Take the meat out from the fridge 20 minutes before
grilling, and let sit 5-10 minutes after grilling. With these tips and tricks you will become a grillmaster in no time!
So whatever you choose to grill, be it steaks, burgers, sausages, pork chops, or if you’re barbecuing some pork butt or
beef brisket or even pork belly, now you have a few ideas to help build the rest of the meal. Next time you take a stroll
through our beautiful neighbourhood, just remember if you can’t break bread with your neighbours, at least tap into your
sense of smell to see what’s cooking and to get inspired!

@applewoodgrange www.applewoodgrange.onuniverse.com applewoodgrange@gmail.com
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CANS FUR CANINES
By Sarah Chambers
Applewood Acres resident Brenda Ross and her partner Tom Flockhart have collected just under $2000 in bottles and
cans, all for a cute and cuddly cause: The Niagara Dog Rescue. Their journey started back in March of 2020 when the
pandemic had just begun. Brenda and Tom had heard about an organization called the Niagara Dog Rescue through a
friend and discovered that they were in need of volunteers. The pair decided that they would help out and host a bottle
drive in Applewood . They put a post on Brenda’s Facebook page and started to get hundreds of bottles and cans
brought to their garage. In that first drive alone, the returns netted around $250 all donated directly to the Niagara Dog
Rescue. However, the pair did not stop there. They posted a thank you on Brenda’s Facebook, which incidentally
heightened awareness to the drive, causing another wave of bottles and cans to arrive. By continuing to post about the
bottle drives the two have raised just under $2000 for the organization to date. The Niagara Dog Rescue is a non-profit
organization filled with dedicated volunteers focused on finding dogs who are at high risk of being put down at shelters
and helping them find a new home. The dogs are adopted through an online process and are picked up by their new
owners at a specific location in Niagara to then be brought to their forever homes. Brenda described the process as
‘amazing,’ saying, “It’s quite something what they do.” People like Brenda and Tom who help spread love through charity
are exactly what we need to get through these unprecedented times. If you are interested in taking part in the cause by
giving you empty bottles and/or cans to Brenda and Tom, contact Brenda at: butts-nweights@hotmail.com .
APPLEWOOD ACRES LAWNS HAVE LESS GRASS in 2021
By Murray Moore
Lawns in our neighbourhood of Applewood have less grass and more native plants popular with native insects and
butterflies. Homeowners on Stir, Rambo and Stanfield through Mississauga’s non-profit Blooming Boulevards worked to
achieve this together. Applewood United Church also got in on the action with a slightly larger native plant garden.
For a membership fee of $10 they received native plants in May or June, approximately 50 plants, ready to go in their
new front yard gardens, by the boulevard. In Mississauga, the strip of ground between the edge of the street and the
edge of a sidewalk is a boulevard. In our boulevard-absent community Blooming Boulevard gardens are above the ditch.
Fifty plants, delivered to you, ready to be planted for a nominal cost. What’s the catch? Volunteers. Volunteers are the
key. Our City Councilors give Blooming Boulevard Volunteers a modest annual grant. Volunteers do the rest: collect seed
and grow plants in their homes using grow lights. They then visit applicants to explain the process, answer questions and
details of suggested plants best for you and arrange a delivery time.
Volunteers then deliver the plants. The obligation of the garden
recipient is making the garden ready for planting, watering and
weeding as needed. Some of the plants will flower the first year
sometime before fall and some will start flowering during the second
season.
Benefits of a native plant garden to pollinators are nectar and pollen
rich plants spring through fall. Benefits of a native plant garden to
humans are interesting and attractive plants of different shapes and
sizes; plants that grow deep roots, so that after their second year,
need minimal watering and no fertilizer, ever; less grass so fewer
hours cutting lawn. In its Third Year Blooming Boulevards had all 75
native plant gardens claimed by Mississauga Residents. Applications
for a 50 plant pollinator plant garden re-open in January 2022 at:
http://www.bloomingboulevards.org/

THE BIRDMAN OF APPLEWOOD ACRES
By Roger Whiteman
Much of 2020 was about staying home, staying safe and stopping the spread of COVID19 and here we are in
2021, can anyone say Groundhog Day (the movie)! I was spurred to develop a new interest in backyard birding,
together with a longtime interest in photography, a perfect match. I’d observed there were many sorts of birds
flying around Applewood Acres and needed to find a way to attract them into MY backyard. I started with one
feeder and nyjer seed, learning quickly that this food type attracts a limited type of birds such as Finch,
Chickadee and Sparrows. As the year progressed I switched to a wild bird mix attracting more of the smaller
songbirds. Wanting to attract larger birds such as Bluejays, Woodpeckers and Cardinals a change was needed.
First a squirrel proof platform was built. Then seeds changed up to unshelled peanuts and a seed mix containing
black oiled sunflower seeds. Eureka! This attracted many species, both large and small. Birds sighted included:
Bluejay, Red Bellied Woodpecker, Red Breasted Nuthatch, Downey Woodpecker, Mourning Dove, Cardinal,
House Finch, Black Capped Chickadee, Baltimore Oriole, European Starling, Sparrows, Red Tailed Hawk, Dark
Eyed Junco (have a look at the many photos Roger has posted on FB, the ‘old’ AA site). And finally I hung a suet
feeder, great for an energy boost for smaller birds and a surefire way to attract woodpeckers.
Patience is needed as birds take their time to find the feeder and feel secure in its location. An array of food,
different feeders, water with shrubs and trees to hide in all help. Squirrels are a challenge. They are ingenious
and will find ways to reach most feeders. There are squirrel proof feeders but they are not cheap to buy so I
create solutions finding ways to deter them without harming the 4 legged acrobats. Hawks are also common and
will spook birds into quickly finding shelter in nearby trees and bushes. They will not feed while a hawk is
around.
Still watching, still photographing and experimenting with feeders as COVID continues and just as excited when
a new species shows up. Welcome your contacting me via FB with any questions or more information.
Bird feeders & house, great summer projects.
https://www.thespruce.com/diy-bird-feeders-5081999 and
https://suncatcherstudio.com/birds/birdhouse-plans-simple/
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